Liver transplantation for neotropical polycystic echinococcosis caused by *Echinococcus vogeli*: a case report
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**ABSTRACT**

Neotropical polycystic echinococcosis (NPE) is a parasitic disease caused by cestodes of *Echinococcus vogeli*. This parasite grows most commonly in the liver, where it produces multiples cysts that cause hepatic and vessel necrosis, infects the biliary ducts, and disseminates into the peritoneal cavity, spreading to other abdominal and thoracic organs. In cases of disseminated disease in the liver and involvement of biliary ducts or portal system, liver transplantation may be a favorable option. We present a report of the first case of liver transplantation for the treatment of advanced liver NPE caused by *E. vogeli*.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Echinococcosis or hydatidosis is an infection caused by cestodes of the *Echinococcus* genus. The species *Echinococcus vogeli* is responsible for polycystic echinococcosis (PE) and is restricted to Central and South America, mainly in the Amazon region1-4. In 2007, Brazil had 99 cases of PE, making it the country with the highest incidence of the disease (58% of all cases)5. The lifestyle of infected patients, which involves hunting of the Lowland Paca (an intermediate host), leads to the accidental introduction of human beings into the parasite’s lifecycle. The *E. vogeli* metacestode develops most commonly in the liver, producing cysts that may be solitary or confluent.

After liver proliferation, the parasite may disseminate into the peritoneal cavity and reach other abdominal and thoracic organs. Infection by *E. vogeli* is chronic, and the most frequent signs and symptoms are abdominal pain, palpable abdominal masses, weight loss, hepatomegaly, jaundice, anemia, fever, and hemoptyasis in cases involving lung impairment. Portal hypertension and obstruction of the biliary ducts are frequent and can occur in up to 25% of patients5. Surgical resection is a good option in the absence of advanced disease progression, mainly in the biliary ducts and in the portal system, or in the absence of diffuse liver disease6. In these cases, the fatality rate is higher and treatment by surgical resection may be accompanied by high mortality rates. In cases involving other species of *Echinococcus* where advanced disease progression impeded resection, liver transplantation (LT) has provided good results7-9. Here, we report the first case of LT used for treating PE caused by *E. vogeli*.

**CASE REPORT**

The patient was a 48-year-old male born in Manoel Urbano (State of Acre), where he lived until 17 years of age, and had since resided in Rio Branco, capital of the State of Acre. A physical examination revealed that his liver was palpable 7cm from the right costal margin and had an irregular surface and hardened consistency, and was painless upon palpation. Computed tomography (CT) of his abdomen revealed multiple diffuse cysts on the liver with peripheral calcifications, affecting the hepatic hilum and left and right hepatic lobes (Figure 1). Laboratory diagnosis by western blotting revealed a positive serology test result for *Echinococcus spp.*, which confirmed, together with the patient’s epidemiological history (he lived on a rubber plantation where he hunted and raised dogs) the suspicion of PE. He began clinical treatment with albendazole at 10mg/kg/day, but after 2 years of treatment, he began to experience multiple episodes of cholangitis, with a...
Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score of 25 and direct bilirubin levels of 17.9mg/dL. Diffuse liver impairment prevented biliary drainage and a possible resection, and his case was forwarded for LT. Despite the advanced disease state, which led the patient to receive a special status on the LT waitlist, the overall clinical picture and the patient’s hepatic function remained stable, with biliary obstruction and recurrent cholangitis as the main indications for LT. Intraoperative examination showed multiple cysts on the liver, occupying the right and left hepatic lobes and the hepatic hilum (Figures 2 and 3). The albendazole treatment regimen of 400mg twice a day was maintained in the postoperative (PO) period. Initial immunosuppression was done with tacrolimus at 4 mg/day. The patient was discharged on the 14th PO day; however, on the 31st PO day, he exhibited sudden dyspnea, and arrived at the emergency room in cardiorespiratory arrest, being unresponsive to resuscitation attempts. The autopsy showed an apparently healthy hepatic graft, without signs of hepatic cysts or other changes to the peritoneal cavity, suggesting pulmonary embolism as a cause of death.

**DISCUSSION**

Surgical resection is usually performed in cases of PE in which the cysts are small, allowing for adequate biliary drainage, or when chemotherapy fails. However, PE tends to be diagnosed late, when invasion and necrosis of hepatic tissues and vessels, infection of biliary ducts, and dissemination by contiguity has already begun. In addition, necrosis of biliary tissues, the inferior vena cava and the diaphragm can occur. Despite the high risk of undetected parasite dissemination in the intra-operative stage or during imaging, and the risk of PO complications, LT provides better survival results, mainly in cases of advanced disease progression. In addition, immunosuppression can favor the growth of remaining larvae after LT, which then favors disease recurrence. Our patient’s outcome after hospital discharge, until his sudden death from likely pulmonary embolism, has been described by other authors who performed transplantation for alveolar echinococcosis. Liver transplantation can be considered as an alternative for patients in whom surgical resection cannot be performed due to disease progression, which may lead to very severe complications. Our report of the first LT case in a PE patient, caused by *Echinococcus vogeli*, demonstrates its technical feasibility with a good operative outcome, making it an interesting and viable alternative for treating advanced hydatidosis in Brazil.
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